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For our new Science learning journey, we will be investigating living things and 
habitats. We will learn about different habitats around the world, including our 

local area and investigate the kinds of animals and plants that live there.  
In Geography, we will be learning about the UK. We will be looking at maps and 

labelling the four countries and surrounding seas. We will compare different 
human and physical features from around the UK. 

In DT this half term, we will be learning about healthy diets. We will design and 
make our own sandwiches and wraps. 

Home Learning is encouraged so that your child can share with you some of the 
knowledge and skills learnt in school as well as allow them to learn more and 
follow their own areas of interest. It can also help your child to become more 
involved in the learning and become more independent with their thinking. If 

you would like some ideas please use the list below, but these are merely 
suggestions, and it would be great to see what the children think of themselves. 

We can’t wait to see what the children produce this half term… 
 

Home Learning Ideas 
• Design a healthy meal on a paper plate. Use the Eatwell plate to help you 

plan for a balanced diet. 

• Make a healthy snack. Remember to ask an adult to help you with using 

cutting and cooking tools. 

• Complete a study of the living things in an area near you. Record the 

different types of plants and animals you spot. 

• Create a habitat in a box. Could you create a desert, forest or river habitat? 

Could you think of any different habitats to make? 

• Create a poster or leaflet about a particular habitat and the animals/plants 

that live there. 

• Use Google maps or an atlas to label key places and features in the UK. 

Could you label key physical features such as important mountains or rivers? 

Could you label key human features such as cities or famous man-made 

landmarks? 

 


